I N T ER AC T I V E TOO L

ActivTable. Working together, learning together, achieving together.
The ActivTable, with its 46-inch HD LCD touch sensitive display,
is an interactive table designed to facilitate collaborative learning
and problem solving activities, while empowering teachers to
differentiate instruction. A dynamic learning environment that
builds important 21st Century skills such as communication and
critical thinking, the ActivTable encourages students to lead their
own learning with inclusive activities that drive creativity and
consensus decision-making.

Why ActivTable?
Drive participation — Easily differentiate activities
to create a flexible, inclusive learning environment for
students of all comprehension levels. Chair and wheelchair
accessibility enable every student to participate.

Cultivate lifelong skills — Challenge students to
understand different perspectives and develop higherorder reasoning and problem-solving skills by fostering
collaboration in the classroom.

Increase student engagement — Create new and
extended learning opportunities with exciting multi-touch
and multi-user activities and content.

Personalise instruction — Divide the classroom into
groups based on level of comprehension and learning styles
and utilise the ActivTable as a learning centre for small
group instruction.

View ActivTable in action and discover an overview of activities at:
www.PrometheanWorld.com/ActivTable

Collaborative Small Group Learning
Designed to engage learners aged 4 to 11, the ActivTable enables
flexible opportunities for collaboration;

•

from 1 to 6 learners collaborating on activities

•

supports special needs and inclusion

•

several ActivTables in the same room allow everyone in class
to participate in activities at the same time

An Intuitive and engaging learning solution
ActivTable Activities

Intuitive multi-touch, multi-user interface to
allow users to get started straightaway

ActivTable includes over 70* collaborative learning activities for learners and aligned to US
and UK core curriculum standards. Many of the activities are customisable* and allow the
teacher to adapt activities to meet different learning objectives. Additional activities will
be available in future from ActivTable Activity Store and Promethean Planet. An overview
document of all current activities and an ActivTable Specification Sheet is available at:
www.PrometheanWorld.com/ActivTable
*40 activities included prior to Oct 2012 . Additional activities available via ActivTable Activity
Store from October 2012. A Content Wizard, available in October will allow users to customise
many of the activities.

A wealth of included activities aligned to
curriculum standards

Dynamic and easy to use learner tools
Over 30 learner tools are included to drive learner engagement; web browsers (up to 6 can
be opened at the same time), virtual keyboards, picture editing tools, mathematical tools
and even an image and sound bank. Just imagine the possibilities!
Activity Reporting and Tracking tools

Learner Tools including web browsers and
virtual keyboard within an Activity

Not only can you differentiate activities for different learners, but you can also easily track
learner contributions. At the touch of a button, learners can send their work to the teacher
and you will easily see who has contributed, how much time they have spent on the activity,
what tools were used and much more. Reports can be shown in ActivInspire or exported as
a PDF document.
Tough, mobile and integrates with your ActivBoard

Easy to set up and customise users
and activities

The ActivTable is durable and easily mobile as it is mounted on lockable castors. The
ActivTable can also be connected to an ActivBoard for the whole class to see!

For more information, including product specifications and warranty, visit:

www.PrometheanWorld.com/ActivTable
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